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W.U.C. Students
January 13-17
Nominated For
Divinity from Wittenburg University. Fellowships
Dr. Loew is the contributor of a
weekly column to the Buffalo Courier
Expres~ and since 1960 has written
a nationally syndicated column entitled, "Finding the Way". He is also
the author of "Hinges of Destiny"
and "The Church and the Am?teur
Adult". In 1957 Dr. Loew had the
di~tinction of having his sermon, "The
Eternity of a Little While" selected
by Life magazine as one of the six
notable Easter sermons of that year.
Our ~est speaker was the KnubelMiller lectme. f01 the Vnited Luther·
an Church in America in 1955 and
the following year delivered a lecture
series to Military Chaplains in Berchtesgaden, Germany.

Dean L. H. Schaus announced
recently that two Waterloo University College students have been
nominated for Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships. They are Gunar Subins
who is presently a senior student
in Honour~ Geography, and Richard
Mende, fourth year Honours English
and Philosophy.
Dean Schaus pointed out that although the fellowships have not been
definitely granted at the present
timE.>, it is a distinction for the Waterloo University College students to
have been included as candidates
for the 1963 fellowship.
Mr. Subins and Mr. Mende were
interviewed in Toronto on Saturday,
January 5 by the Woodrow Wilwn
Fellowship Comittee. The final selection will be made in a short time.
Undergraduate students receiving
the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship
are entitled to pursue graduate stu die~
in their particular field at the university of their choice.
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"Man On The Move - The Problems
Of Refugees And Migration"
The third in the series of four
university lectures will be delivered
in the Theatre-Auditorium, Tuesday
January 15, 1963 in conjunction with
the Focus on Religion Week. The
~peaker will be Dr. Ernest E. Long,
General Secretary of the General
Council of the United Church of
Canada. Dr. Long is also chairman
of the Committee on Migration of
Inter-Church Aid. His topic is "Man
on the Move-The Problems of
Refugees and Migration" .
He is also a member of the Division
on Inter-Church Aid to Refugees,
and World Secretary of the World
Council of Churches.
Dr. Long has concerned himself
with refugee problems for a considerable time and is an eminent auhority in this field.

For his significant conti ibutions
to his field Dr. Long was awarded an
honourary doctorate at the 1962
Fall Convocation of Water,oo University College.
On January 16th Dr. Long will deliver a lecture entitled "The Church,
the local Pastor, the Refugee." An
informal discussion open to students
and faculty will follow at the conclusion of the lecture.

Dr. Loew travelled to Asia in 1959
and 1960, speaking at colleges, seminaries, and church ccnferences.
Dr. Wilbur H. Sutherland will be
t
the speaker at the morning assembly,
Thursday, January 17. Dr. Sutherland is a graduate of the Univer~ity
o! British Columbia with a B.A. in
Hc-nour<; Physics.
In 1946 Dr.
uthrrland wa~ appointed to the staff
I
o! the Inter-Vmsity Christian Fellowhip of Canada . R.e was appointed
Canada's position in world trade
General Secretary of I.V.C.F. of
today appears to the layman as proC'anada in 1952. Dr. Sutherland is\ Unregistered cars are now being gressive. We hear continually of the
abo a member of the Executive removed from the lots.
success of Canadian Trade Missions
Committee of the International FelStudents are reminded that for abroad; here in Kitchener we have
illegal parking on campus the punishlowship of Evangelical Students.
an example of the success of these
ment is as follows:
tactic:;:, with the news that a German
First offence- $1.00
brewery is going to locate here--a
SE.>cond offence- $5.00
bright picture indeed, but not a true
Third offence- Loss of parking
one.
privileges.
In actual fact, Canada's position in
Student drivers are also reminded
world trade is deteriorating, our inthat pedestrians have the right of way
dustries are bolstered by protective
at all times, the speed limit on campus
tariffs, subsidies and protected maris 15 miles per hour, and it is illegal
kets. Left to fend for itself Canadian
to sfop or park in other than desigIndustry would be unable to cope
nated areas.
A few additional parking spaces with foreign competition.
The problem can be traced back not
are available on campus. Those who
to "big business" as the New Demowish to register should consult Mrs.
crats assume, nor to "organized lahelen Chapman, Room 315 of the
bour" as the other political parties
Arts Building.
think. It is the fault of all Canadians,
Students' cooperation in traffic
of businessmen who are too conmatters will be appreciated.
servative in their merchandising
techniques, of labour unions who seek
W .L.U. Prof Receives
unreasonable wage demands, of businessmen who attempt to reduce costs
Signal Honour
by using machinery that is no longer
Dr. John Warwick Montgomery, suitable for the technological era
Chairman of the Department of His- into which we are entering, and of
tory at WLU, has been invited to all Canadians who want to give one
present a paper at the 1963 sessions hour's work for one day's pay.
of the Royal Society of Canada, to The result of this is a Canadian probe held at Quebec City in June. Dr. duct, inferior in quality and higher
Montgomery's paper will deal with priced than its foreign counterpart.
Canadians have waxed fat and
1-....nudr.. Chairman of the Board of Pubs, W.U.C., announ- Lutheran Cultural Contributions in
in~ots t hat hc has acquired the services -for the the 16th and 17th Centuries, and will prosperous since the Second World
mlc year •he hopes) of a new editor. He has de- be assigned for public reading to a War, but this prosperity has been
as
fellow of the Society, since only based on faulty foundations,
uld f;l ll on \like :\forris this time.
n wit h Arch \I cLean and Gord Rich discussing fellows are permitted to addreFs the foreign nations have rebuilt their
C;1rnlml Wl•ekend, Mr. Homenuck was asked Society convened in session. The war-shattered industries, and built
d Illustrious nobodies to visit the games room Royal Society is the most distinguish- new ones, Canada's position in world
makinl! his uppearance downstairs he was con- ed academic body in Canada; its trade has steadily deteriorated.
J'rouhlc-\lakcrJ Scott in full regalia (camera). U.S. counterpart for the humanities
rl' num l•rous cha irs and Mr. Homenuck was is the American Academy of Arts
prestigious weekly theological periodthe confines of the cupboard he might find the and Letters.
During the Christmas holiday Dr. ical in the U.S., The Christian
The imprisoned Mr. Morris was then releasnalitles present, then encouraged (threatened) Montgomery delivered a paper en- Century, December 12, 1962 issue.
lt h dire consequ ences if he did not submit to titled, "Karl Barth and Contempo- The January 4 issue of Christianity
uthorities. C h o k i n ~ for air, Mr . Morris gasped, rary Theology of History," at the Today, a fortnightly with the highest
n of th e Board of Pu bs. then replied "He'll 14th Annual Meeting of the Evan- circulation of any interdenominational
gelical Theological Society, meeting religious periodical, carried Dr.
for acce pt in ~ the job" .
. . . .doaed rumpus dignitar ies (just ask them !) were then in New Jersey. Another paper, Montgomery's critical bibliography
ltor that he would m ake every effort to accom- "Shirer's Re-Hitlerizing of Luther," of "60 Pre-eminent Books on the
was given lead position in the most Holy Spirit".
b alle n~e In publishing a newspa per.

Student Parking
Laws Issued

Nancy'
Resto

3rd University Lecture

THIRD CORD EDITOR
fOUND IN CUPBOARD

The University Lecture series under the chairmanship of D1. W. Gwatkin were introduced this year as part
of the educational programme of
Waterloo Univerf'ity College. The
University Lecture~ Committee urges
each student to attend this third
lecturE.> by one of Canada's foremost
men in the field of refugee problems.

Canadian Prosperity Based
On Faulty Foundations
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Since 1957, Canada has been
showing increasing signs of internal
economic malaise: unemployment i ~
high, profits are lower, small business is being forced into involuntary
bankruptcy, indmtrial growth has
been stagnated, the Canadian dollar
has been pegged at 92 72 cents, and
supported by loans from the International Monetary Fund and the
YSA.
The government's answer to this
has been the application of surcharges, higher tariffs, deficit spending and in various provinces, ~o
called "Trade Crusades".
These are only "short term" solutions to the problem and are essentially artificial; there seems to be
little thought of "long term" solutions to this problem. However,
Canada cannot continue to move
precariously from economic crisis
to economic crisis. We must be
prepared to face this problem realistically, regardless of the cost.
I do not presume to know how to
answE.'r all of these problems; however, I can suggest that all Canadians
in Industry, from labourer to corporalion director, should start earning
their wages. Pride of workmanship,
must replace the "9 till 5, what the
Hell" attitude, of workers today.
For businessmen and labour it is
time to forget past acrimony, and to
develop a management and labour
relationship based on mutual understanding and consideration.
It is evident that overall planning
of the economy is one method of
solving this problem. If all segments
of industry are represented, this could
do much to solve the present impasse,
but, if the continuing unreasonable
attitude towards "economic planning"
continues, and if we rely in "business
infallibility", our society as we know
it today will be destroyed and replaced
by some odious form of totalitarian
state.
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Editorial Comment
Over the vacation period the Ontario Secondary School
Teachers Federation held its annual Christmas Party in Hamilton, Ontario. This scholarly group (just ask them) having
nothing better to do this year chose the university situation
in the province. From their ivory tower they accused the
universities of barring their doors against students and failing
to plan and provide for the numbers of students who wish to
obtain a higher education.
We know that the universities are facing a crisis today
and that entrance requirements are going to favour the better
students. Nevertheless many universities give serious consideration to those who apply with less than the required
average.
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The OSSTF fails to realize that there are people who are
quite concerned with the present problem and are making every
effort to solve it, for example, the group in Peterborough who
founded Trent University for those in the Niagara Fall:>-St.
Catharines area who arE' laying the foundation for Brock University. These will certainly do much to alleviate the pressure
from the older institutions. Laurentian University in Sudbury
is making great strides in the realm of higher education - and has already established an extension department in North
Bay. For the OSSTF to suggest that there is a failure in this
province to look to the future with regard to higher education
is ridiculous and shows a complete lack of thought and research
into the matter.
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Waterloo Lutheran University, without the aid of the
provincial government is developing into a tremendous liberal
arts school. In a three year period the campus facilities have
been greatly improved and progress is still being made. Is thi~
failure to provide for the future!?
The members of this hallowed group of research artists
could better devote their time at the next Christmas party
to improving the secondary school system. Let the people who
are working towards better university facilities-not those
content to sit at a meetmg and cnticize-carry on with their
fine efforts.
A concluding suggestion to the OSSTF: there is something
constructive they could contr1bute to the university dilemma.
Let them spend their time and words at the provincial legislature persuading the government of the province to loosen the
purse strings and get on with the needed improvements in the
institutions of higher education. Then perhaps the OSSTF would
be serving higher learning.

LETTERBO X

"Students are alive with living thoughts, and the purpose
of education is to stimulate and guide their self-development. To the Editor: This year has seen
It follows as a corollary from this premise, that the teachers much turbulence in AdministrationStudent relations. Many questions
should be alive with living thoughts."
-Alfred North Whitehead-

We who live in mid-twentieth century suffer the <'Onsequences of an impersonal competitive world in which we wander
aimlessly with no specific focal point from which to base our
actions. We are alienated from ourselves and our lives seem to
have no satisfactory object cathesis. We often go to great
lengths to escape or overcome fears and anxieties, or to avoid
any direct contact or any genuine facing of ourselves as individuals in society. Our western civilization is the epitome of
this plight. Man has become terribly concerned with his
relation to society as a whole but fails to appreciate his function as an individual.
Social acceptability has become the password to success·
If one deviates from the social mean he immediately becomes
a. thorn in the side of the social monster which controls his
very existence. The sooner we reorient our thinking the sooner
we may treat men like sons of men, instead of sons of bitches.
Perhaps then men will act like the sons of God which they
.are.
Perhaps we lack faith in ourselves, not necessarily a religious faith but a faith in ourselves as individuals with tremendous talent and potential. Failing to have courage in our
convictions we wander aimlessly from one abyss to another.
Voltaire states that faith consists in believing not what seems
true, but what seems false to our understanding. If we do not
attempt to understand ourselves, then we are being false. Our
actions are like those of a machine. Industrial society tends
to subordinate the individual to this machine and man is is
grave danger of becoming a tool or object. The fundamentcl
faith in the dignity and worth of ourselves has been replaced
by the believe in ourselves as wound-up toys.
In order to achieve any semblance of relief from the present chaotic state of affairs in western society, it is my conviction that we must put emphasis on the uniqueness of existence as being awareness of the inner immediate experience of
knowing the self. With th.s as a focal point, then one can
make a def.nite and valuable contribution to his society. Man
must realize that he is an individual capable of many things
and if he does realize this, assuredly his life will gain a sem:e
of meaning and significance to himself and society.
"To lose one's life is a little thing and I shall have
the courage to do so if necessary: but to see the meaning of this life dissipated? To see our reason for existing
disappear, this is what is unbearable. One cannot live
without meaning.''
. . . Albert Camus

have been left unanswered. The administration has seemed at times to
consider the student body a "dubious
appendage".
It would serve the best interests of
their University if the Administration
would clarify its position with a statement of the aims of this institution.
We have been told that this is a
"Christian University"; if it is, it is a
poor recommendation for Christianity
with the continual bickering that
takes place.
If you pick up a newspaper we see
articles which rarely give a "laudatory" description of our University.
Could not the administration spend
more time giving articles to the press
of students who have won honours in
academic and extracurricular activities?
This University has contributed
a great deal to the intellectual,
cultural and charitable life of this
community. It is time this was recognized by the people of KitchenerWaterloo.
The onus is on the
Administration.
G. Pout MacDonald.

s~
To the editor: I was pleased to discover, by way of the letters appearing
in the last issue of the Cord , that my
remarks on Professor Stroll's lecture
at UBC had stimulated thinking in
our own Seminary faculty. Surely
no more important questions can be
raised than that of the proper relation
between "the temporal and eternal
order" (Professor Heick) and the
manner in which "religious and other
convictions should be maintained"
(Professor Teigen). Indeed, if the
newspaper controversies over the
historicity of Jesus accomplished
nothing more than to draw Professor
Heick away from the Amish and the
Indians (a la the K-W RECORD),
I would feel that my efforts had not
been entirely in vain!
However, some very serious theological issues have been raised, and
since these issues are by no means
limited to the Stroll discussions, but

bear on the very center of the Chlistian proclamation, I am compelled to
carry the matter further.
First, I must protest with all the
force at my disposal against Professor
Teigen's main theme: that the issues
raised by Professor Stroll and myself
were "differences of 'opinion"' and
thus that "there cannot understandably ... be accord" and that a "sympathetic and understanding attitude"
is called for, not "an enthusiastic
polemic." Had the issue been an
aesthetic one (for example, whether
cheese sandwiches are more delicious
than egg-salad sandwiches-the latter
being my favorite) Professor Teigen
would have an excellent point, for,
as the classical aphorism well puts it,
De gustibus non est disputandum
(free translation: It's all a mattE>r of
taste, said the old lady as she kissed
the cow). However, the controversy
between Mr. Stroll and me does not
turn on an aesthetic issue, or on a
matter of "opinion" at all; it centers
on questions of sheer fact with regard
to the origin of the Christian religion,
namely, whether (as Professor Stroll
claimed) the New Testament documents "were written long after Jesus
was crucified and provide no reliable
historical information about him,"
whether "it is almost impossible to
derive historical facts from the legends
and descriptions of miracles performed
by Jesus," and whether "a Dead Sea
scroll gave evidence that Jesus did
exist." In making these statements

mbe

mary-source
witnesses to the
still living (I cited,
Paul's first letter
all competent
ship-Christian
dates at 56, and

to support them,
are earlier and
any other recorda
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COVERS

II

Ring Lardner
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Prose
Poetry
Essays - serious and satirical
- moral and immoral
from individuals who wish to be heard,
who are unheard,
who are genuine.
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UMY SON

(Sell yourself, now!}

and

Here stand I
alive to die.
I have no God
just green sod.
What is life
but way of strife?
What is death
hut still cf breath?
Why go on
with life my quest?
To have won
and died self-blest.

room, still holding his arms tight
around his chest. I looked at Mom
and she looked at me and we kinda
smiled.
"Set the table, Sue. Dad'll he
home early tonight."
Dad came home and we ~at down
to supper. Nick came down like
he always did and Dad asked
"How's the monkey, Butch?"
"All right Dad. I think he's a hit
scared though. D'ya think I could
eat up there tonight?"
"Why don't ya bring him down?"
"He's a bit afraid of people yet.'
"Well, maybe," said Mom and
Nick took his plate and a little extra
for the monkey and went upstairs
again.
For the next two days he ate his
supper upstairs and the monkey
was still too scared to see us. But
on Friday he stayed down.
"The monkey not lonely anymore,
Butch?" Dad asked.
"Nope."
"Grown up, eh ?"
"Nope. He died this morning."
"Guess he was too far from hi~
Mom." I said.
"Ya, I guess so Sis. He's in the
closet Mom. II'! bury him in the
morning. That all right."
"Well, sure Nick. That's all right."
and Mom looked at Dad and winked
and we all smiled. All except Nick
that is; he just took another h~>lping
of potatoes and asked for the gravy.
The next morning he came down
to breakfast with his monkey in a
cardboard box. He put thE> box outside and then cam~> back and ate his
eggs. When he finished he asked
if he could be excused.
"Sure." said Dad," but I can help
you, if you want."
"Nope. I can do it." And he got
up and went out, picking up his box
at the door. He buried the box in
the middle of the garden and then
went to play ball with his friends in
the park. We all just smiled and
finished breakfast.
The next spring when Dad wa8
digging the garden, he came across
the bones.
We were all really
surprised.
"Then there really was a monkey."
said Mom.
"Ya, there really was." said Dad.
I just looked. Dad asked Nick if
it'd be all right and Nick said it would
so Dad took the bones to the High
School teacher and he has them now.
PETER C. ERB

MRS. KLOPP PRESENTS

Requiem By
Reason

Your Headquarters for that
unusual Gift.

It was a late Tuesday afternoon
when Nick finally got home from
school and Mom was getting supper
ready.
"Well, where have you been?"
she asked, kinda mad when he finally
came in.
"Down at Kresges."
"Oh. And what was so interesting
down there?"
"Nothing. They were sdling mookeys."
"Monkeys eh? Well, why didn't
you buy one?"
"Gee, I didn't think you'd like
it." And Nick ran back out the door
and disappeared into the dark.
When he cam~> back a halfhour
later ht> had his arms folded around
his chest like he was holding something
in his coat.
"Watcha got there? " I asked.
"A monkey."
"Oh."
"Ya. He's pretty small. The last
one they had."
"Can I see him?"
"Nope. He's a bit wet yet and
I'm afraid he'll catch cold if I let
him out." And he went up to his
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female wrestling
cle can be allowed
ith their own peexpre;:~ion? If, as

{A Mystic Prophesy)

the student literary magazine

we suggest, theology is to be abolished,
then why not use the buildings that
would consequently be vacated for
the College of Fine Art where these
ladies of brawn could grunt and groan.
It appears that the only ones with
guts on the campus and with the
superior intt>llect to appreciate such
things are those of MAB who are
sponsoring women's wrestling this
~fternoon in Convo. (Convocation).
(All Theologs are invited ).
(Ed. Note: Th~> following article
has been reprinted from the What
D'Ya Say column of the Saskatchewan
University Newspaper, The Sheaf,
Friday, February 14, 1958. It is a
relit>£ from the popular middle-ofY the-road attitudes encountered at
is that Institution-or our own.
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great shame that so
1b are wasted in theounfortunate that these
hings haw bet>n caramplified to the extent
ituation is decadent,
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Budapest, 1952

Casual Suggestions
For The Unwashed
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The rain's ~pleenful song rapped
on my hat. In the park, among the
falling leaves, which already marked
November's arrival, floated a big
moth painted with lilac lipstick.
The patients of the convalescent
home were brought out into the garden
every morning. Here they were lying
on their cots upon the grass, which
remained wet with dew until 11 a.m.
when they gazed at the still cheerful
gold-fishes dancing.
A platinum-haired woman in a
pink negligee drank brown coffeeliquer.
The water also prepared itself for
Autumn, crouched in the deep waiting.
Nevertheless, among the shrubs
by nightfall, green cats' eyes pried
the pacified loves.
The Fall, gold-bronze archer, shot
his arrow made from the twisted
wings of cicadas.
And the sorrow of Autumn? It
is a glass-roller filled with two gallons
of air from Nicaragua, around which
the red and blue leaves of the ivy
are twi~ting with their tendrils.

ft was his facile ability for character
que manner of looking at people, and
ess in his work. This author never
ges of incidents and character&, nor
l masturbation for an outwardly calm
excited and ftustraled North American literary public.
e lecherous verbal displays.
authors, he did have utilitarian literary devices. One of
place hefore the reader a stereotyped individual who was
of superficial succes~. From this point on he would riddle
for what they really were.
With Conrad Green", a penetrating picture of a cheap,
Broadway buffoon was one of the better issues.
Green W(lkr. up depre~sed and, for a moment, could not think
he rembered. Herman Plant was dead. Herman Plant,
n hi> confidential ~ecretary ever since he had beguP prohad been more than a "ecretary-his champion, votary,
guard, tool, occasional lackey, and the butt of his heavy
ty tempe! ... for forty-five dollars a week."
I.anlnfT could be criticized for confining his ftudie~ to a
but the results were startling, revealing, and above all
He wai' certainly no apostle of the ncbility of man, nor
ppreciatc the queasy attempts of many modern-day authors
on glamourizing the illusive libido.
left no large volume of work behind him, although many
tories were collected into one volume called "Roundup";
becnming a collector'~ item. The Scribner Library CSLhave a slim compilation of his works available. Thif
tnries, including the two previously mentioned. In some
could be considered to be the best of Lardner. Best of
trate that he had few peers in the field of the short story-.
contPmporary literary gods, Hemingway and Fitzgerald.

The Monkey Story

Disposition's Symbol
Ste~e•

cored his fir~t knockout when he was seventeen. The
brother, Connie, three years junior and a cripple.
a half de liar givm to the younger Kelly by a lady whose
t mil'-"ed bumping his soul from his frail little body."
aph of the Chronicle of Midge Kelly,
t ten by an unappreciated word-master.
nd since then he has been raised to a
terature. However, genuine loftiness
nic product of American journalism.
rr reachPd the apex of his popularity in the mid-twenties,
ociatt>d with that virile literary era. Such romantic
ngway and Fitzgerald dazzle the reading rabble.
by accident than by definite intent that this sad-faced
e an author. In 1904 he began his career as a sports
Chicago. The ba~eball diamond was his beat, and until
ided the outlet. for his sca.hing portraits of a slightly
These productive years culminated
ries. In these stories the keen-eared
rue vernacula: of the brawny baseball
~eball park patois ha£ become rather
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PETE REMPEL
Expansion and Growth, words that are being tossed around rather
reely these days at Waterloo University College.
Students are warned to be very careful when walking acros8 the
campm. Should their heels dig into the soil to any depth, construction
labourers will rush over and throw up a foundation around them.
At the tremendous rate at which this institution is expanding
one can see the many radical changes that are taking place in the
gen~ral appearance of this institution. Having heard various comments or the character of WUC in days B.C. (before changes or
before Casselman, take your choice) , we racked our memory for our
own impressions since we first became addicted to Torque Room
coffee.
We concluded that around here you are an old-timer if you can
remember way back when:
-the Board of Publications quota for Cord editors was one per year.
(Nice having you around the office this week, Mike !)
-a request to see the "Vice-President" was a slip of the tongue for
"Assistant to the President".
-the S.U.B. and Dining Hall were fields of weeds.
-and the W.L.U. Theatre-Auditorium was merely 3 or 4 walls, depending on how hard the wind was blowing.
-there would have been raised eyebrows had a ma~culine voice answered the phone in Conrad Hall.
-it wasn't necessary to have a note from the administration to enter
the Torque Room during chapel.
-the initials no one dared breathe were "OAC" and no; "U of W".
-and Dr. Hagey said only complimentary things about L utheran
educational institutions.
-no member of faculty or administlation made a move without first
consulting John Erb.
-and J ohn Horman was the campus unofficial greeter.
-guest political speakers holding views contrary to those of a certain
psychology lecturer would shudder visibly as each blonde entered
the room.
The Torque Room has been re-opened, but still chapel seems only
slightly less popular than an Ecs 20 exam.
As Martin Luther carried the Word to the people of Germany, so
did M. L. Dolbeer show great initiative in founding the loosely-knit
choral group-the Torque Room Carollers. His quiet and unobtrusive
influence of Cristianity by example has accomplished far more than
the brash battle-cry, "My Bias is Christianity" which, not followed
by rPlated wcrks, has deteriorated into a barely audible mumble.
The mention of a "Christian" bias must have warmed the hearts
of parents of students who adhe1e to a non-Christian faith as they
connected this with the appeals for contiibutions to the National
Development Fund. Aren't the parents of the majority of students
contributing all that they are able in the tuitions and other costs
which they pay?
This university will be very fortunate to receive the services of this
dedicated chaplain. in time to come.
Despite such errors made in conducting the NDF, the administration
seems anxious to compensate for these by a hawk-like watch on other
activities. Perhaps this is why the formative plans for the Winter
Carnival required some last minute changes. Why else would it be
forbidden to the committee to request aid from merchants and industry? Would this small drop-in-the-bucket really hamper the
NDF?
U cf T ha~ its Hart House, Western has its Spencer Hall, and U of
W will probably wait till WUC has wmething worth copying; but, as
yet, WUC has nothing but a cluster of buildings with "temporary"
(so says the administration) titles.
West Hall! East Hall! Women's Residence!
Whoever holds the responsibility for the naming of these structures
has thro:wn into his work all the imagination and originality of a
detailed report on Moscow halvah production for 1937. Whatever
became of those distinctive titles like Conrad or Willison Hall?
Or Shape of the Past (advt. ) ?
What will be the name given to the arts building addition when it
is rushed to completion ?
One suggestion we heard was "Powadiuk Palace". in honour of the
fermer head of the fund drive who gave so unstintingly of his time
and talents so that the boys might eventually regain that Arts
Building lounge when other classroom space is available.
An Open Letter to Gary Slimmon:
Gary, old buddy, I have hit upon a great idea! All you have to
do is go out and get yourself 30 years expereince in the field of Public
Relations and fund raising. For my part, I will get a few degrees and
become a Lutheran minister.
After I become president of an American university, on a cushy
salary, I will make sme that there is an opening as head of the Public
Relations Department (unfortunately, I can't guarantee that you will
have a cute assistant). Then, because I will be unable to find an
American with ability in that field, I will call on you to come down and
raise money fer us. Naturally you will need a title.
How does "Vice-President" sound?

CHEATS?
OUR CIVI LIZATION IS JUST
ONE SWARM OF LOW CHEATS .
It won't last because cheats can't.
Only inertia sustain~ the current
shape of it, and that momentum
is encountering more friction every
day. A republic of crooked dumbbells can't ~afely use the instruments
of CLEVER men. People Pot only
don't know how to behave, they don't
evm know they are ignoravt. Yet
in the main, people are thoroughly
satisfied with themselves. In view
of sure catastrophes that loom up
on every margin toward which they

hurry-THE VERY SELF SATISFACTION OF PEOPLE ir the
statistical guarantor of their doom.
Hence that crack about pride going
before a fall.
Philip Wylie

Katy's Variety
170 KIN G ST . N.

Confectionery
Groceries
Laundry Services
SH 2-1970

Is there any truth in the rumour that ••.
Canadians attending W.L.U. will have to obtain student visas from
United States gove1nment?
The first line in the application form for college secretaries pertains
t o vital statistics?
Public relations is considered to be a great American sport?
The R.C.M.P. is investigating subversive activities among campus
political clubs. They were called in at the request of the FBI?
That the planks at the excavation recently added to the campus
obstacle course, are being observed by the gymnastic department.
Some great flips have been reported?
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS-subtitled The Saga of Years
end Folishness composed while under Years end hangover.
Do not skip any more classes .. Broken, arrived in town Thursday
morning want to see Taras Bulba Thursday afternoon.
Do not take out women during week nights ... Broken, Thurdsay
night called young lady from show and got date for Thursday night.
Do not drink during the week and only to be sociable on weekends ..
Broken, Thursday night dropped into Circus Room after date, but it
was only a sociable call.
Get up every morning bEfore 9 o'clock ... Broken, Friday morning.
Give up all extracurricular activities and settle down to do last
fall's work ... Broken, Friday, when this trash was written.
Do not make impractical resolutions which it is obvious will not be
kept ... Ha! Ha! Ha! Ho! Hell!
T. T. SCOTT
P .S. Never again attempt to make New Year's Resolutions ... Broken,
January 1st 1964.

Anyone for
Things are like this in
Communist Cuba today;
The scene is grammar
group of children gathe~
teacher.
"Children, do you belim
shE> asks.
"Yes," they chorus. ''\\"
in God."
"That's nice," is the re~
let's play a game. If you
God, you must beliere t
grant your prayers. Y
that don't you?"
"Yes, we believe that;
dren answer.
"Fine," replies the teach
how we play the game.
you children to prar ~
God to Eend you some
all like ice cream, I'm
"Yes".
"Then Etart prayi•
God you believe in to

VieVIpoint
By Gary Slimmon
At the beginning of each new term, it is a traditional journalistic
fault to remind people of everything that has gone wrong during the
previous term. Although we are not very journalistic, we are quite
faulty and so we offer a brief resume of the events asking that you accept
them in the spirit that they are given-antagonistic.
September
Registration-two killed, eight injured.
Administration-student conflict; Christ or Coffee resolved by seventeen Chapel speakers who state that both have their
relative merits.
Bennett Cerf asks for publishing rights to the Blue Book;
Blue Book heads list of best sellers; Blue Book made into movie and
becomes laugh sensation of the year; Blue Book becomes T.V.
weekly program starring Tuesday Weld and Sir Winston Churchill
and is cancelled three weeks later; Blue Book appears as serial in True
Confessions.
October
Administration-student conflict. continues in spite of fact
that 50% of thE. ~tudent body peri~hes in lockEd Torque Room when
one of Betty's hamburgers blows up.
Fall Convocation sees Alan Jarvis admitted to the University; fortunately he escapes shortly therafter.
Board of Censors removes True Confessions from the
newsstands; Canadian literature buffs claim that this is the first int~>l
ligent thing that the Board of Censors has done; Miss Brandon sues
the Board for loss of royalties.
Ben Casey arrives on campus, puts a Band-Aid on President Villaume's finger, and leaves.
November
Administration-faculty conflict; Ben Casey 1eturns and
sets up a flee lobotomy clinic for the faculty.
John Diefenbaker, on one of his r~>cent visits to Canada, announces that he either will or will not, depending on the p1esent
circumstances.
The appountmE.nt of Dr. Endress to the post of Vice-president is announced; student body cheers the advent of vice; Ernie
Kaiser withdraws his application.
December
John "unscholarly drivel" Warwick (the second "w" is
silent) Montgomery, B.A., B.L.S., M.A., S.T.M., Ph.D., says he is
gettivg tired of foot-noting his letterhead.
Administration-faculty conflict continues; camalties reported light on both sides; faculty fights a losing battle as the enemy
moves in heavy ai tlllery-Bibles wrapped in Ph.D's-an unbeatable
compination.
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Dr. Montgomery has been invited to deliver 3 lectures on
the U.B.C. campus on the general subject of "Jesus Christ
and History". These lectures will be titled "The Divinity
of Jesus Christ", "What a Historian Knows about Jesus
Christ", and "Where is History Going?"
The invitation came from C. Robert Pearson, Canadian
Lutheran Council Chaplain at U.B.C. Dr. Montgomery will
fly to Vanvouver January 28 and return /anuary 30.

A maths students following a session of key-hole listening at the office
of Professor Sweet, ruEhed breathlessly into the Cord office to record the
conversation he overheard between
Provf. Sweet and Archie McLean.
"I understand, Arch, that you're
having trouble balancing your budget."
"Yes, Sir, as an old married man,
I thought you would be able to help
me solve my problem."
"Go ahead, and if we can't figure
it out, we can write it up like one of
those daily puzzles that drive the
Globe and Mail readers up a wall and

submit it to the Cord."
"Well, I have 12 pennies; 11 are
the same weight and one is different,
but I don't know whether it is lighter
or heavier. I have only a balance
scale and I am allowed only three
weighings. How can I tell which
penny it is and whether it is lighte1
or heavier?"
"Gee, that is a problem!"
Needless to say they couldn't ~olve
it.
Any reader who feels he can help
out with a solution to Archie's
problem, please submit your answer
to the Cord Weekly.
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Dave Robertson informs us that
Miss Liz Dettman of Assumption
University, Windsor, will be their contestant in the Cam·dian University
Snow Queen Contest.
Miss Dettman is from St. Rose,
Quebec, nineteen years of age and
is an active participant in university
activities. Liz iE majoring in Psychology and hopes to become a
social worker.
At the pre~ent time, twelve universities have entered the Snow Queen
Contest. These girls are travelling
all the way from U.B.C. and Memorial
University, Newfoundland, to participate.
ThingE look good, Dave!
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Tickets for Ice Carnival Weekend on sale today in the

lD QUEBEC COOKt T" through to 1:30 p.m.)
ng Profs. Keuper,
, l:ot chocolate, panusages, and Pills-

I l'eJm Obstacle Race

·O·War
tball at Waterloo ColGym
ttrloo Cniversity Coll"niversity of Water-

You

Ice
rnival

-'

Main Foyer of the Arts Building.

Carnival
features

- Along with everyone else who plans
Single Ticket for all events is $4.00
:
to do some appearing at Ice Camival
:Buy your Tickets early! Tickets will go on sale in the '- Weekend, is that well-known campus
rock n'roll group, "The Rivieras".
:- Formed this year and composed
-' foyer every day - until they run out.
-:
- entirely of freshmen, The Rivieras
Phone orders accepted - Phone 744-8471
: have made appearances at social
- functions on campus. The boys will
-~'~-----------~-----------~-----------~---------;
- be appearing Friday evening along
e
with several other forms of enterLe Grano rr•x
tainment.
Couple Tickets for all events are $7.00

_W

..-..

Ice calnival1963 will present many
new ideas and attractic.ns, among
them W.U.C.'s first organized go
kart races. They will be run the afternoon of Feb. 1 at one p.m. on a track
to be marked out on the parking lots
in front of the auditorium and behind
West Hall.
There will be three events, nine
karts in each and nine laps will
constitute a race. The three driver
classes: 1) 145 lb~. and under:
2) 145 to 160 lbs. and 3) 160 lbs. and
over. The winner of each class will
receive a handsome trophy. Anyone
who wishes to enter must sign a list
in the conference room of the Student
Union Building between nine and teD
a.m., Friday, January 11. First
come first served!
An entry fee of one dollar to be paid
at time of application will be charged
to each driver
The machinery for these races is
being Supplied by the Erbsville works.
Ice Carnival Grand Prix promises to
be as exciting for the spectator as the
competitor. So be on hand to see Ice
Carnival's most spectacular event.
Ted Horvath

Ice Sculptures: Application froms
are available at the main desk in the
Arts Building. Each organization
and club on campus is eligible to build
a sculpture.
Bonus-offer-if you
submit a sculpture you may win a
prize-and you can nominate any
girls on campus as your representative
in the Miss W.U.C. Snow Queen Contest. Further information can be
obtained from Roger Lillyman (West
Hall).
Parade: Anyone or any club on
campus · that wants to enter a float
in the Giant Carnival Parade, Friday
Feb. 1 is reminded to see Ernie O'kell
(West Hall) for instruction£ or drop
into the Students Council Office in
the S.U.B. and discuss it with Arch
McLean. Rumour has it that the
Club Select is planning a dandy.
Outdoor Events: Plan to participate in this fun Saturday morning,
Feb. 2. Watch for a notice on the
bulletin board outside the Torque
Room with regard to these events.
They include Go-Cart racing (Friday),
the Human Dog-Team Race, the
Snow Bowl Football Game, and of I @
course thE> Student-Faculty Broomball Game (Wonder who will play for
the faculty? )
Beard Con test: Come on fellows.
Pete Rempel is developing quite an
infeliority complex. He feels that
there should be more beard-growers
on campus. Get your application
forms at the main de1k cr ir the
S.U.B. The prizes are really fantastic
-and again there is a BONUS.
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The Rivieras consist of Dave
Anderson, lead guitar, Dave Beamish,
bass guitar, Gary Allin, Saxophone,
Wally Boyer, piano, Pete Case, drums
and Doug Dixon does the singing.
Doug Dixon plars to make a trip
to Nashville, Tennessee sometime this
year to cut his first record.
Be sure to attend the Ice Carnival
festivities Friday evening and hear
the Rivieras along with other top
entertaine1 s.

UNION PLAZA
off Weber St.
College Student
Special 75c

ALEX ORZY

GEN. MGR.

Waterloo Cellege Class of '46

2500 KING EAST

Kltchener SH 5-6811
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CENTRAL

VOLKSWAGEN

Authorized Factory Service and New;Used V.W. Sales
- Anxioas te Serve Anyone Co1111ected With W.l.U. -

RENAISSAN~E
TWIST - JAZZ • FOLKSINGING
THURSDAY
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SATURDAY
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9 p.m. ENTERTAINMENT
NITE HAWK
9 p.m. CROWN IMPERIALS
London, Ont.
9 p.m. RECORDING STAR LARRY
LEE & THE LEISURES
9 p.m. -

222 King St. E.

1 a.m.
3 a.m.
3 a.m.
1 a.m.

Kitchener

YOU at w.u.c. Ice Carnival
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Aim To Dispel ''Stuffiness And Smug
Complacence'' Associated With Clergy
Rev. Farris, Prof.
Maclennan Speak
There is a popular misconception
abroad which equates Christianity
and the ministry with stuffiness and
smug complacence. This attitude is
usually held by those who have never
really bothered to investigate the
Christian position, who have never
put the required effort into attaining
a true understanding of Christ's
teachings ... in short, those who are
rather complacent and smug themselves.
It was to dispel this attitude, to
invite questions, and to foster Christian study that "Focus on Religion
Week" was instituted.
In order to aid in the achievement
of this goal, Dr. Dolbeer has obtained
the services of two additional speakers, the Reverend Donald MacLennan of St. George's Anglican Church
in Hamilton and Professor A. L.
Farris of Knox College, Toronto.
Reverend MacLennan, born in
Stratford, received his education in
Hamilton, at the Moody Bible
Institute in Chicago and at Wycliff
College in Toronto. He has had long
experience in the ministry . . . February 1963 will mark his 22nd anniversary as rector of St. George's.
Reverend MacLennan is an active
speaker, having accepted engagements all across Canada and in the
North-eastern United States. He
will be speaking on the second
chapter of Acts as an example of the
church action.
Professor A. L. Farris, our second
speaker, has chosen as his subject
"The Lord of the Future". Professor
Farris, an alumnus of the University
of Saskatchewan and U. of T. He
has done post graduate work at the
universities of Edinburgh, Chicago
and Geneva.
Professor Farris has been and stil
is active in church work. He is
now Professor of cultural history at
Knox College and is also on the
executive of the Canadian Council
of Churches. He has had pastorates
at Trail B.C. and at Bolton, Ontario,
and was for six years president of
the Christian Social Council of Canada.
Both of these men are dynamic
church leaders exemplifying the admired zeal which is the hallmark
of the true Christian.
It is to be hoped that students will
not miss such an opportunity to
hear such stimulating speakers.

----------------------FO~US

ON RELIGION WEEK
PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Ralph w. Loew, A.B., B.D.,
D.D., Pastor, Holy Trinity
Church, Buffalo, New York.
The proceedings for the week will
take place in the W.L.U. TheatreMarch 4-8, 1963
Auditorium. The theme for the week Tentative Programme of Events
is "Faith for the Big Change".
Monday: Debate-"Creative Arts
Sunday, January 13, 1963:
in Canada-Where Are We Going?"
Service, 8:00 p.m.
8:30
"Faith for the Big Change"
-Gordon Sinclair et al.
The opening address by Dr. Loew Tuesday: World reknowned violinist
A Capella Choir
-Voldemair Lasmanis
Monday, January 14, 1963:
Wednesday: K-W Symphony OrChapel-Auditorium, 9:50-10:40
chestra-"Comparable to New
a.m.
York Philharmonic"
Speaker-Rev. Alan L. Farris, Pro- Thursday: Film Festival-Universifessor of Church liistory, Knox
ties from across N. America sending
College, Toronto.
films
Panel discussion in the evening,
-Original films produced by uni7:30 p.m.
versity students
Moderator-Mr. Ted Petersen,
-California, who is participating,
W.U.C.
won an award at Cannes Festival
Tuesday, January 15, 1963:
Friday: Popular Entertainment
-Local Poetr, from "Chiaroscuro".
Panel Discussion, 9:50-10:40 a.m.
Speaker: Dr. Ralph W. Loew During the week there will also be
Panelists: Dr. Fred Little, W.U.C. a Chess Tournament and an Art ExMr. Glen Taylor, W.U.C.
hibit.
Wednesd6y, January 16, 1963:
Chapel
Speaker: Rev. Donald MacLennan,
St. George's Anglican Church,
Hamilton.
Moderator: Mr. Cliff De Quette• •
ville, W.U.C.
COR. KING & UNIVERSITY
Thursday, January 17, 1963 :
Chapel
Schneiders Red Hot Wieners 49c lb.
Speaker: Mr. Wilbar Sutherland, Pork Chops, reg. 89c ............ 79c lb·
General Secretary, I.V.C.F. of
Campbells Tomato Soup
Canada.
10 oz ....................... .4 for 49 c
Panel discuS! ions will take place
each evening except Tuesday at 7:30 Grapefruits
.................... 5 for 29 c
p.m. in the Theatre-Auditorium.
Anglican Students :
Services of Worship
All Saint's Church, 62 Hickory St.,
Waterloo
Wednesdays: 7:15 a.m. Holy Com- From Pg. 2
munion (service lasts one half- "it really doesn't matter what you
hour)
believe as long as you are ~ incere. "
Monday to Saturday:
'I Thank God the Apostles didn't take
8:30a.m. Matins
this attitude, or neither Professor
5:00 p.m. Evening Prayer (services Teigen, not Professor .tJ eick, no1
reade1s of this paper- nor ! - would
last 20 minutes)
Sundays : 8:00 a.m.
be Christian today, for the gospel of
The Holy Communion (2nd, 4th, "God in Ch1ist reconciling the world
and 5th)
unto HimsPlf" would never have
Matins (1st and 3rd)
been preached. When the day come~
10:30 a.m.
that Professor Teigen speaks out for
The Holy Communion (1st and the Apostolic conviction that in re3rd)
gard to Jems "there is none other
Morning Prayer (2nd, 4th and 5th) name under heaven by which we
7:00 p.m.
must be saved," and subsequenoly
W.U.~.
Evensong
has to leave Waterloo at night in a
The Canterbury Study group startE b ask et a s Paul had to leave Damascus
Sunday January 13 at 8:30 p.m. in b ecause Of hl·s deci.si·ve preach1"ng of
the upstairs meeting room of the the gospeI • I want the first chance to
Student Union Building. The sub- Obtal· n the popcorn concession for
A placement service helps stu- ject is The Anglican Congress Sym- t h e event'·
P ro fessor Heick's argument is of
dents, particularly graduates, find posium, The Church in the 60's.
jobs. Our school runs a placement Members of the faculty of Renison a d1"ffer ent orde,.•• yet • 1"n my J"udg~
~service.
College and Rev. A. J. Barker, ment h ar dl Y I ess ques tl.onable from
Did you know that our school runs Anglican Chaplain, will act as dis- the standpoint of Apostolic Christiacmsion leaders.
nity. Professor Heick asserts that
a placement service?
one should "properly distinguish
More important, do the graduating
between the temporal and eternal
students know that our school runs
order, an event of history and an
a placement service?
affirmation of faith, between r?tional
Mr. Haggstromm, Director of the
and religious knowledge." But at
placement services sent out 135 jobthe very heart of the Christian mesopportunity questionnaires.
sage is the declaration that "the
He got back four.
It is only fair and wi~e that the
Word wa~ God ... and the Word was
made flesh." The incarnation of
graduating students take full adGod in Christ is just that: God bevantage of this service immediately.
Whether the graduating students
Missing from the recreation room coming flesh. And when He did
are fair and-or wise remains to be in the Student Union Building is a become flesh, He entered history, and
seen.
picture. The Student Union Board every act of His earthly life (indudThis request has been written in of Governors has gone to considerable ing His resurrection, for it happened
short sentences and simple language pains in order that the facilities be on earth ) was an earthly and hisso that even a graduate may grasp as attractive as pos:oible. Somehow, torical act. To attempt to split
the implication (oops a long word) one of the pictures which graced the the "temporal and eternal order"
behind it.
wall of the Games Room ha& been in the case of Jesus Christ is to destroy
removed. It leaves a rather bare the center of Christianity, for eterniThe Honourable
spot, considering that the hangers ty and time were irrevocably united
in the incarnation.
As lierbert
are still on the wall.
George Bees
Butterfield, the eminent Cambridge
Minister of Trade and Commerce
The Student Union Board of historian, has well said, "It would be
for Canada
Governors requests that whoever a dangerous error to imagine that
borrowed the masterpiece, return it the characteristics of an historical
will be speaking on campus
to its proper place. Please do, as it religion would be maintained if the
Monday, January 14, 1963. will save the Cord running a notice Christ of the theologians were diwith regard to this matter forever.
vorced from the Jesus of history."

Creative Arts
festival

B & l Market
1G A

LetterbOX

Runs
A Placement
Service

S.U.B. MiSSing
Masterpiece

But can the divinity of Christ be
"proven" historically?
Profe:osor
Heick answers with an unqualified
No: "To as:oert tha~ ... Jesu~ was
the Incarnate Son of God is an affirmation of faith which the historian
cannot establish or deny"; "the historian can neither establish nor refute
it (the resurrection )"; etc.
The
p10blem here is that Professor Heick
does not understand the nature
of historical "proof." Historians are
not mathematicians or logicians; they
do not engage in deductive exercises
basedonaxiomatictruths. Historians,
like scientists, work always with
probabilities.
Their judgements
are ba~ed on the collection and analysis of evidence, and where the
evidence supports a con1 ention, they
must go with it or Ielinquish all
meaningful historical investigation.
The evidence in behalf of Christ's
reFurrection, and thus His claim to
Deity, is tremendou~, and has nothing at all to do with Mohammed'~
unattested claim that he was a
prophet (hif one "miracle" was con·
veniently perfcrmed when no one
was looking!) or with the visionary
claims in behalf of the Fatima
"appearance" (I am not aware ohat
the Virgin ate with the girls who
"saw" he1, o: that a "doubting
Thomas" was encouraged to touch
her, etc.). If the historian refuses
to accept the historical evidence fm
the Divine-human picture of Chris1
given by eye-wit.ne~~es, he doe" so
on moral, not intellectual grounds,
for, as Whately demonstrated in his
cl:<ssic work, Historic Doubts Relative to Napoleon Buonaparte,
the same line of negative argumentation would remove all trustworthiness from the historical phicturbe of
Napoleon, which likewise a::: een
,ransmitted to us by primary-wurce
documents!
Let us be quite clear on one point:
I am not trying to "argue" anyone
into the Kingdom of God; a persom I,
living relationship with Jesus Christ
comes only through the acticr> of
the Holy Spirit. I am merely attempting to show that the faith of the
Christian is not without a foundation
in fact. I am relieved that Professor
Heick has seen fit to put his faith in
Christianity- rather than in Islam,
Buddhism, or Father Divinismwithout any external check on its
validity; but for most men of the
20th century-particularly in academic circles-this is no longer po~sible. And quoting Kierkegaard 's
Paradox principle at them will have
about the same effect as Tertullian'f
jolly axiom, Credo quia absurdum
(I believe it because it is absurd). Which, incidentally, makes me think
of a favourite line of the great contemporary Lutheran theologian George Forell (who is now teaching on
a secular university campus because
he got fed up with in-grown theology) : "Some people are so fp scinated
with Faith that they say, 'Anything
you can believe, I can believe better."
As for Father Luther, his theologia crucis (Theology of the Cros~ )
referred to by Professor Heick, never
involved a distinction between "the
temporal and eternal order." Indeed,
Luther expressly set his Theology
of the Cros:o over against a t4eologia
gloriae (Theology of Glory) which
attempted to avoid the offense of
a temporal Cross by climbing up to
heaven and speaking, as it were,
from God's throne in eternity. h
is precisely Luther's Theology of
the Cross that I have been maintaining against the de-historicizing of
Professor Stroll, for I am saying with
as much vigor as I am permitted to
exercise that the eternal
God
died on an historical Cross, and
thetwc can never again be separated.
As the ApoPtle Peter put it.: "We
have not followed cunningly devised
fables, when we made known unio
you the power and coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ, but were eyewitnesses of His majesty."
And
if the argument is that Luther was
indifferent to such historical proof,
try this one on for size (Luther's
Werke, Weimarer Ausgabe, X, i, 1,
626 ): "St. Luke says in his introduction (Luke 1) that he was moved
to write his Gospel because of some
who had the presumption to write
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